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Matcha 
Introductory Guide



Because Matcha is not like other teas. 

Matcha powder is tea leaves ground into tiny particles. That’s why it does not 

dissolve in water (unlike green tea powder). This is also the reason Matcha is a superfood 

with tons of vitamins & antioxidants.

Since Matcha particles do not dissolve in water, a whisking process is important to ensure 

that the Matcha particles & water are suspended well. 

Have you tried Matcha that is super powdery & ultra bitter? That’s not a good cup of Matcha. 

A good cup of Matcha is...

Not powdery Has a layer of creamy froth Earthy, vegetal tasteA vibrant green

Through this guide, we’re here to help you brew a good cup of Matcha & enjoy the process.

TIP: Keep Matcha refrigerated before & after opening to ensure optimal freshness.
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Lesson 1
caring for your matcha whisk

Keep in mind these tips to ensure your whisk’s longevity.  

Cleaning 

After use, run the whisk prongs under tap water until no more Matcha particles are visible.

Alternatively, you can dip the whisk in a bowl of warm water & repeat the whisking motion till it is clean. 

Using dishwashing liquid  

Using a kitchen scrub 

Leaving it in the dishwasher

These will shorten the lifespan of the whisk. 

Our whisks are made from natural bamboo, & each prong is delicate. 
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Refrain from: 
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How to Care 
for Your Whisk
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VIDEO

https://craftteafox.co/pages/making-matcha-start-here#r-1616854099471
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Whisk holder

Lesson 1
caring for your matcha whisk

Whisks are suscpetible to mould as they are made from bamboo.

Make sure to air dry the whisk & keep it away from humid areas like the kitchen or bathroom. 

Do not place the whisk back into the container as the prongs have unfurled & will not fit well.
Instead, place the whisk on a whisk holder to dry & maintain its shape. 

Drying & Storage

A Side Note 

As our whisks are made from natural bamboo, it is normal for marks & discolouration to 
appear - don’t worry, they are not a sign of damage.

If you find one or two broken prongs, don’t chuck the whisk yet. 

The whisk can usually last for about six months to a year with heavy usage; & it can still work 
well with a couple of shorter prongs. 

Marks

Discolouration
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Lesson 2
How to Whisk Matcha with a Matcha Whisk

A whisk and the right whisking technique are essential to an excellent cup of Matcha.

As Matcha particles do not dissolve in water, a whisk is needed to ensure that the 

Matcha particles are suspended in the mixture.

DO NOT dip the new whisk into your Matcha mixture. The prongs of your whisk have 

to first, unfurl from its tight curls. Follow these steps:

Whisk that has not been bloomed

Congrats, your Matcha whisk is ready for whisking Matcha. The prongs now cover a 

larger surface area- this helps to suspend the Matcha particles better when whisking.

How to Prepare your Matcha Whisk
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In a bowl of hot water, 

immerse the prongs for 

1 minute. Gently move 

the whisk around the bowl.

Check if the prongs of 

the whisk have unfurled. 

The whisk should “bloom” 

like the whisk on the right. 

(see image above)
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https://craftteafox.co/pages/making-matcha-start-here#e-1616853291165


Lesson 2
How to Whisk Matcha with a Matcha Whisk

The Right Whisking Technique

Just like wine, Matcha needs to be aerated well. The gaps between the prongs help to 

form air bubbles during whisking to create a delicious layer of froth.

This is not possible if you whisk Matcha in a circular motion. This whisk is unable to

reach all corners of the bowl (only the edges). This cause the Matcha particles to clump 

together at the bottom of the bowl. and result in a powdery finish.

Whisk in an M-shape motion from side to side. This allows the whisk to pick up 

Matcha particles from all corners of the bowl. The result? Consistent, creamy layer of 

Matcha froth, with no powdery texture.
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layer of froth appears

1. Sift 1 full teaspoon/scoop of Matcha Powder

2. Add 60ml (¼ cup) of hot water (non-boiling

water preferred, about 70°C)

4. Add 2 full teaspoons of sugar (or any other

sweetener of choice) into the Matcha and mix well

5. Pour in 60ml of your favourite milk (use 40ml

of milk for a less milky version) in a cup

6. Add the whisked Matcha slowly into the cup for

a lovely gradient

3. Whisk the Matcha with a Matcha Whisk until a

*For iced Matcha latte, fill the cup with ¾ ice

in a bowl

Lesson 3
matcha Latte Recipe

S E R V I N G S
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P R E P T I M E

5  M I N U T E S

D I F F I C U LT Y L E V E L
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3 . M ATC H A W H I S K

4 . S I E V E

I N G R E D I E N T S
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C H O I C E

S T E P S
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How to Make 
Matcha Latte
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Here is our guide to choosing a dairy substitute for your Matcha latte. If you live in Singapore, all 
these milks can be found at FairPrice retail & online stores, as well as online at RedMart.

Dairy Alternatives

Cashew Milk Coconut milk 

Soy Milk

Almond Milk

Oat Milk

• As creamy as dairy

• Slightly nutty

• A good source of magnesium 

• Smooth mouthfeel

• Light sweetness, floral

• High in fibre & vitamins

• Thick, slightly chalky, easy to froth 

• Rich bean flavour 

• High in protein

Recommended: Bonsoy soy milk 

• Thinnest milk on the list
 
• Mild flavour, slightly sweet

• Good source of Vitamin E 
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matcha Latte Recipe
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Recommended 

Other Alternatives

• Thick, slightly grainy
  
• Sweet & earthy oat flavour
 
• High in vitamin B

Recommended: Oatly Barista Edition 



The Ideal Sweetener 

Do you feel that your home-brewed Matcha latte is just not the same compared to cafes?  
If you haven’t, try a sweetener. 

It will not make your Matcha latte sickly sweet, but elevates the flavour profile as Matcha can be 
a little bitter. 
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Honey

• Sweeten & thicken Matcha latte

• Does not dissolve easily

• Flavour infused/manuka honey alters 
    Matcha latte’s taste- not recommended

Brown/White sugar 

• Dissolves more easily than honey

• Stir directly into Matcha water 
    mixture or dissolve in a cup of hot 
    water before adding into Matcha latte

Lesson 3
matcha Latte Recipe
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Brown/White sugar 



Lesson 4
making your matcha instagrammable

“Tricky” Two-tone Gradient 

Foam-topped Hot Lattes 

For a distinct green & white gradient, use more ice & slow down the pouring of your 

Matcha - it’s easy!

The ice cubes in the cup stop the Matcha & milk from mixing immediately.

When Matcha is poured into the milk in a slow stream, the gradient lasts longer. A 

chawan helps in achieving a controlled pour.

A hand-held electric whisk will suffice if you don’t 

have a coffee machine with a built-in milk frother.

First, heat the milk slightly. (Try microwaving it for 

1 minute) Froth your milk and dust some Matcha 

powder on top. 
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Lesson 4
making your matcha instagrammable

Styling the Shot 

Use a plain background to draw the spotlight to your Matcha latte

If you prefer a less minimalistic style, a shot with add-ons like flowers &

coasters make a pretty picture

Take advantage of the daylight - shots under natural lighting look best

Use your hand to add a human element & movement in the shot
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Lesson 5
Matcha mistakes:  a checklist

We want you to enjoy our Matcha at its best. Avoid Matcha mistakes 
by checking these boxes & get a quality brew each time.

Sifting breaks up the naturally formed powder clumps, 
ensuring a smooth brew.

Sift your Matcha powder

Add hot but not boiling water

Boiling water burns Matcha & turns it bitter. One way to
prevent that is adding room temperature water to boiling 
water to cool it down.

Store your Matcha in an opaque, 
air-tight container
This prevents Matcha from being exposed to sunlight 
& oxidising, retaining its aroma and quality

Place your Matcha powder in the fridge
Putting your Matcha in the refrigerator before and after 
opening prevents heat & moisture in the air from 
deteriorating its nutrients.
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